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Abstract
Soil-steel composite bridges are considered competitive structures being an economical
alternative to similar span concrete bridges. This frequently stimulates practitioners to push
their design limits and expand the different areas of application including their performance in
sloping terrain. This also implies that most design methods are continuously being developed
to address new market challenges and at the same time to seek for better design and
construction.
This thesis compiles the recent research efforts to advance the knowledge on the structural
performance of soil-steel composite bridges (SSCB). The first part of the thesis investigates
the performance of SSCB in sloping terrain, where numerical simulations are used to predict
the behaviour of three case studies. This includes structural response under sloped soils and
also avalanche loads (Paper I and Paper II). The research enabled to realize the importance of
soil configuration around the wall conduit and its influence on the structural response. While
the presence of surface slopes emphasizes the susceptibility of SSCB with low depths of soil
cover, higher covers may help in reducing the influence of steep slopes and avalanche loads.
It was also found that the downhill soil configuration has substantial effects on the flexural
response. The findings of the study were also used to provide methods for preliminary
estimates of normal forces under sloped soils and avalanches.
To better understand the load bearing capacity of SSCB, the second part of this thesis deals
with the behaviour of large-span structures. It includes the use of finite element method
simulations (FEM) for the analysis and the prediction of a previous full-scale loading-tofailure test (Paper III). The study also presents response predictions on the ultimate capacity
of a large-span structure pertaining to its ongoing preparation for a full-scale field test (Paper
IV). The thesis also includes discussions and possible refinements on current design equations
concerning buckling calculations and live load effects. The results of the study have allowed
to realize the major role of the soil load effects on the subsequent formation of yield areas and
failure loads. It is found that the load position has a direct influence on the ultimate capacity
especially for large-span structures. The study also highlighted the variations in the
distribution of the live load sectional forces in both the circumferential and the transverse
directions of the corrugations. Furthermore, possible refinements are proposed on current
design equations of which are believed closely relevant on the path for the design
development of large-span structures.
Keywords: Flexible culvert; Soil‒steel composite bridge; Sloping terrain; Swedish design
method; Finite element model; Ultimate capacity; Avalanche load; Failure load;
Low soil cover; Failure mechanism; Long-span.
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Sammanfattning
Rörbroar är ofta ett ekonomiskt alternativ till betongbroar. Detta har lett till att utvecklingen
har drivits mot allt större spännvidder och också att de provas i nya tillämpningsområden. Ett
sådant område är användning i sluttande terräng, ofta som snörasskydd för vägar och
järnvägar. Detta innebär också att de dimensioneringsmetoderna kontinuerligt behöver
utvecklas för att möta dessa behov. Samtidigt är det naturligtvis angeläget att söka efter
förbättrade dimensionerings- och byggmetoder.
I den första delen av avhandlingen undersöks rörbroars funktionssätt i lutande terräng. Numeriska simuleringar används för tre fallstudier. Såväl effekten av den lutande terrängen som
belastning med lavinlaster studerades. Studierna visade att effekten av lutande terräng är mer
uttalad vid låg överfyllnad. Effekten av att öka överfyllnaden studerades därför och befanns
positiv. Studien visade också betydelsen av att utforma motfyllningen på nedsidan av rörbron
på ett ändamålsenligt sätt. En metodik för att uppskatta normalkraften i rörbron vid lutande
terräng utvecklades som del av studierna.
I den andra delen av avhandlingen behandlas rörbroar med stora spännvidder. Särskilt
studeras det sätt som de bär de laster de belastas med upp till en sådan lastnivå att brott
inträffar. Detta har gjorts med hjälp av FEM-simuleringar (FEM = Finita Element Metoden)
av ett tidigare utfört försök i full skala som bland annat omfattade belastning till brott.
Simuleringsresultaten, där bland annat fördelningen av snittkrafterna vid belastning med
trafiklast redovisas i såväl längs- som tvärriktningen, visar betydelsen av att inkludera de
snittkrafter som uppstår på grund av kringfyllningen när den maximala kapaciteten ska
bestämmas. Studierna visade också att lastläget påverkar bärförmågan, särskilt vid stora
spännvidder. Resultatet från denna simulering har använts för att simulera uppträdandet hos
en stor rörbro som del av förberedelserna för ett kommande försök i full skala. Avslutningsvis
lämnas också rekommendationer avseende förslag till justeringar av några av de ekvationer
som ingår i den svenska dimensioneringsmetoden (SDM).
Nyckelord: Rörbro; lutande terräng; svensk dimensioneringsmetod; finit elementmodell;
bärförmåga; brottgränstillstånd; belastning från laviner; maximal bärförmåga;
låg överfyllnad; liten överfyllnad; brottmekanism; stora spännvidder.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The efficiency in bridge design and construction has always been an important aspect for the
better use of resources and to obtain the most functional and durable structures. Generally, the
advances in research together with the use of computer tools have certainly pushed into more
efficient structures. In particular, bridges are becoming more slender, complex and heavier
loads are being adopted to meet new market demands and challenges. Composite bridges are
getting more and more popular as they represent in some cases a favourable alternative
combining key advantages of two or more materials in one composite structure (Pipinato and
De Miranda 2016). Yet, composite bridges may entail an added complexity as one need to
realize the composite action between the different materials constituting the behaviour of the
built structure. A flexible culvert ‒ often referred to as soil-steel composite bridge (SSCB) ‒ is
a structure comprised of structural steel plates and engineered soil, designed and constructed
to induce a beneficial interaction between the two materials serving its ultimate purpose as a
bridge or a culvert (Corrugated steel pipe institute (CSPI) and American Iron and Steel
Institute 2007) (see Figure 1). These structures are becoming widely used as feasible
alternatives to similar concrete bridges. In fact, reports have shown that the use of SSCB has
proven to be cost-effective and also an environmentally friendly alternative in many cases
compared to traditional concrete bridge structures (Corrugated steel pipe institute (CSPI) and
American Iron and Steel Institute 2007, Safi 2012, Du 2015, Du et al. 2018). One important
advantage using this type of structure is the short construction time and the simple assembly
process. Yet, the complex nature of the interaction between the steel and the soil materials
marks a special challenge and the research is constantly directed to investigate the true
capacity of these structures. In addition, there is an increased interest to expand their use
toward larger spans and shallower soil covers. In parallel, by 2013 about 85% of the bridges
in Sweden that are managed by Trafikverket (The Swedish Transport Administration) had a
main span shorter than 30 m, and 73% of them had a main span shorter than 20 m (Safi 2013).
The same applies for North America where the majority of bridges are less than 15 m in span
length (Corrugated steel pipe institute (CSPI) and American Iron and Steel Institute 2007).
The term large-span (or long-span) might be relative, what was considered to be large 30
years ago (i.e., 8 m span), may today be considered small given the increasing demand for
larger-span structures.
At first, flexible culverts were relatively small and were designed using the ring compression
theory, meaning that structures were dimensioned according to the prevailing normal force in
the wall conduit. The research itself on flexible culverts believed to have started as early as
1913 in Iowa State College by Marston, Spengler and others (Corrugated steel pipe institute
(CSPI) and American Iron and Steel Institute 2007). The concept of ring compression theory
goes back to 1960s where it is was introduced by White and Layer (1960). Later on, and with
1
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the urge for large-span structures, the neglect of bending moments (i.e. flexural capacity) has
been reconsidered especially when large-span structures are built under low height of soil
cover. In 1979, the work presented by Duncan (1979) provided insights for more
understanding and paved the road for the design of large-span structures. In addition, a
research report was published in Germany in 1970 covering the load carrying behaviour of
flexible embedded pipes (Klöppel and Glock 1970). The research outcome presented in
(McGrath et al. 2002) for a 9.5 m span metal arch culvert field test provided recommended
specifications for large-span culverts, where the proposed modifications were adopted in the
AASHTO design method (AASHTO 2012). The Pettersson-Sundquist design method
(Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) – also known as Swedish Design Method (SDM) – was first
presented in 2000 and was mainly based on the soil culvert interaction (SCI) by Duncan
(1978, 1979) and further developed and calibrated using different full-scale field testing
(Pettersson and Sundquist 2014, Pettersson et al. 2015). The Ontario Highway Bridge Design
Code (OHBDC) was first introduced in 1979 where it included a section for the design of
flexible buried culverts (Abdel-Sayed et al. 1994). Later, the Canadian Highway Bridge
Design Code (CHBDC) was introduced in 2001 which superseded OHBDC, and contained a
section for the design of buried structures (Corrugated steel pipe institute (CSPI) and
American Iron and Steel Institute 2007). Since then, the design section of SSCB in CHBDC
design method has undergone many revisions until its current version (CSA Canadian
Standards Association 2014). Nonetheless, the vast majority of these design methods are
actively being developed to account for new market challenges and to keep up with the
advances in construction techniques as well as the development of new corrugations.

Figure 1: A corrugated flexible culvert for wildlife overpass in Rzepin, Poland. Photo:
ViaCon Group.

1.1.1

The use in sloping terrain

The economic competitiveness of SSCB often urges practitioners to explore their use into
many areas of applications. The constructability of SSCB in sloping terrain is an area of
application where these structures can – for instance – function as avalanche protection
structures or as tunnels under ski slopes. In many cases, the remote location of road segments
that require protection from avalanches, gives rise to the total cost of the built structure,
particularly knowing that concrete structures are possibly the first conventional choice for this
type of application. Moreover, avalanche protection structures are considered expensive and
only appropriate when other protective measures do not provide acceptable safety (Norwegian
2
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Road Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2014a). For instance, the average estimated
construction cost for an avalanche concrete protection structure can range between 20000 and
30000 Euro per meter length (Föhn and Ammann 1999, Schellenberg 2009, Norwegian Road
Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2012). Moreover, one may note that according to the
Norwegian protection plan (2014 ‒ 2023) for roads (Norwegian Road Administration (Statens
vegvesen) 2012), new protection structures will be required on various parts on the national
roads and the anticipated cost for those is huge. Hence, the possibility of having a SSCB as a
cost-effective alternative to traditional concrete structures would be greatly beneficial to the
tax payers.

Figure 2: A 6.47 m span flexible avalanche protection culvert built in 1988 in Troms, Norway
(Vaslestad et al. 1997).
There has been some use of relatively small avalanche protection structures flexible culverts
in Norway (see Figure 2), where they have proven their efficiency through the years as an
economical alternative to traditional structures (Ostlid 1989, Vaslestad et al. 1997). In fact,
the Norwegian document (Norwegian Road Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2014b) allows
the use of SSCB as avalanche protection structures under certain limitations, which include
keeping the surface slope below 10% at a specific length over the conduit and requiring that
avalanche deviation forces are kept well away from the structure. Similarly, the PetterssonSundquist design method (SDM) (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) has a certain validity
limitation with regard to the surface longitudinal slope being maximum 10%. A similar
condition exists in AASHTO as well (AASHTO 2012). Indeed, the presence of steep surface
slopes induces an uneven soil loading and at the same time causes asymmetrical soil support.
The unbalanced soil condition adds complexity to the structural performance that yet needs to
be studied and analysed for this type of application. It is important to highlight that for this
area of application, the use of flexible culverts for avalanche protection also involves
exploring new loads and load cases that need to cover the different load scenarios considering
the special nature of the avalanche loads (Willi et al. 2007, Margreth and Platzer 2008,
Norwegian Road Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2014a) (see Figure 3).

3
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Figure 3: Typical load types acting on a flexible protection culvert (Wadi 2015).
In light of the above and in the absence of dedicated studies on the performance of flexible
culverts in sloping terrain, there is a need to investigate how a SSCB would perform in these
special conditions. Hence, the first part of this study provides first insights on the difference
factors and criteria that may influence the performance of SSCB when built in sloping terrain.

1.1.2

Large-span structures

Large-span SSCBs entail bigger investment costs and certainly a higher use of raw materials.
This means that the structure will influence a higher number of users. In principle, like any
other type of bridges, efficient and reliable designs are always needed. As stated in section
1.1, current design methods for SSCB are continuously being developed to address new
market challenges and at the same time to seek for better designs and structures. Experiences
together with the use of computer tools and field testing have helped a great deal into the
development of this industry. The use of computer simulations (i.e., FEM) has certainly
allowed for deeper insights about the structural performance and also enabled for various
reflections on the different design methods. In fact, the soil culvert interaction (SCI) (Duncan
1978, 1979) was based on 2D FEM results, and the outcome has been reflected in a set of
design equations that formed the bases of the different design methods (Corrugated steel pipe
institute (CSPI) and American Iron and Steel Institute 2007, CSA Canadian Standards
Association 2014, Pettersson and Sundquist 2014, Pettersson et al. 2015). Several studies
have been carried out through the years to model SSCB both in 2D and 3D simulations. These
efforts aimed to investigate the structural performance in different conditions and included the
structural response under soil and live loads (Seed and Raines 1988, Girges and Abdel-Sayed
1995, Mohammed and Kennedy 1995, Taleb and Moore 1999, Moore and Taleb 1999, ElSawy 2003, Choi et al. 2004, Elshimi 2011, Elshimi et al. 2013, Yeau et al. 2014, Mellat et
al. 2014, Beben and Stryczek 2016, Beben and Wrzeciono 2017). On the other hand, although
full-scale field tests are considered expensive, they were seen necessary and thus used in
many occasions for the development of different design methods (McGrath et al. 2002,
Pettersson et al. 2015). Designs of larger-span structures may require the use of various
strengthening methods such as reinforcement ribs or even the use of soil reinforcement
techniques (Bathurst and Knight 1998, Morrison 2000, Bayoǧlu Flener 2009, 2010a,
Machelski and Tomala 2012, Alireza et al. 2017) (Figure 4). On the other hand, the
4
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development of new corrugations has allowed building large-span structures without the use
of reinforcement methods. For instance, a 25.6 m span structure under a highway was recently
realized in Poland which was fabricated from 500 mm × 237 mm × 9.5 mm steel
corrugations (Machelski et al. 2017) (Figure 5). Clearly, the use of current design methods for
such large-spans frequently raises the question of how realistic theses design approaches in
terms of the different design verifications. The semi-empirical nature of these methods
certainly requires a continuous calibration with field/lab measurements, which in return leads
to a better estimation of real performance. Although many field tests have been performed to
study SSCB performance in different conditions (Klöppel and Glock 1970, Temporal et al.
1985, Kunecki and Kubica 2004, Pettersson 2007, Bayoǧlu Flener and Karoumi 2009,
Bayoǧlu Flener 2010b, Brachman et al. 2010, Beben 2013, Elshimi et al. 2013, Mellat et al.
2014, Simpson et al. 2015, Regier et al. 2017), there is still a need to do more testing on
large-span structures (more than 15 m span). This is particularly needed to check the level of
reliability and conservatism of the different design approaches. Since most of the design
methods are based on limit state designs (AASHTO 2012, CSA Canadian Standards
Association 2014, Pettersson and Sundquist 2014, Pettersson et al. 2015), the performance of
large-span SSCB in ultimate state is as much needed as their performance under service
conditions. Ultimate limit state tests certainly provide designers valuable inputs on the true
capacity and definitely allow for more key reflections on the current designs. It is worth
noting that most of the loading to failure tests were performed on box culverts shapes
(Lougheed 2008, Bayoǧlu Flener 2009, Brachman et al. 2010, Elshimi 2011), which is
believed to their unique shape and the urge to adopt the design methods to their profiles.
Other loading to failure tests were also performed for other types of profile shapes (Klöppel
and Glock 1970, Temporal et al. 1985, Pettersson 2007, Regier et al. 2017). These ultimate
tests covered spans from a 1.6 m span horizontal ellipse (Regier et al. 2017) to a 6.3 m span
pipe arch (Klöppel and Glock 1970). To the author’s knowledge, one of the largest loading to
failure tests performed on a regular (i.e., not box) metal culvert for road loads was a 6.1 m
span pipe arch culvert (Pettersson 2007).

Figure 4: Whitehorse Creek Arch: 24.0 m span, 4.0 m height of cover. Alberta, Canada
(Atlantic Industries Limited 2018).
In the past, design methods normally had a maximum span design limit. However, the
advances in the corrugation, the material and the construction techniques together with the
added experiences through the years all have allowed for more flexibility regarding this
limitation. Currently and apart from box culverts, the SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014)
and the CHBDC design method (CSA Canadian Standards Association 2014) do not
explicitly state a maximum span limit for the design, where the limit is accordingly set by the
design itself. The materials, corrugation sizes and the profile shape are normally the factors
5
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that govern what is possible with these design methods. On the other hand, AASHTO
(AASHTO 2012) specifies some geometric limit on long-span structures, where a maximum
plate radius of 25 ft (7.6 m) is applied. As for box culverts, SDM has no specific span limits,
whereas AASHTO limits the span to 36 ft (10.9 m) and CHBDC states that rigorous analysis
is required when the span of the box culvert is more than 8.0 m.

Figure 5: A 25.6 m span soil-steel composite bridge during construction in 2016, Ostróda,
Poland. Photo: ViaCon Group.
In view of the above, there is no doubt that the design of large-span SSCB requires additional
investigations in terms of current designs versus real performances, where a full-scale field
test would be greatly beneficial in this regard. Therefore, the second part of this study will
focus into the performance of large-span structures. The study includes the use of FEM for the
analysis and the prediction of a previous full-scale loading to failure test. The effort believed
to provide more insights into the ultimate capacity of SSCB in a simulated environment.
Furthermore, FEM is also used to predict the performance of an 18.1 m span SSCB as part of
its ongoing preparations for a full-scale field test. The second part also includes discussions
on calculation approaches for the live load sectional forces and the buckling calculations in
light of SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) taken into consideration other design methods
and FEM calculations.

1.2 Aims and scope
The overall aim of this study is to advance the knowledge on the structural performance of
soil-steel composite bridges for different applications and conditions. The study mainly
comprises two parts. The first part aims to provide first insights on performance predictions of
SSCB in sloping terrain under different conditions. The second part deals with the behaviour
of large-span structures, where it includes the use of FEM for the analysis and the prediction
of a previous full-scale loading-to-failure test. The study also presents response predictions on
a large-span structure pertaining to its ongoing preparation for a full-scale field. This part also
includes in-depth discussions and possible modifications on current design equations
concerning live load effects and also few remarks on the buckling calculations in light of
SDM.
2D numerical simulations are used for the performance prediction of SSCB in sloping terrain.
Difference slopes and soil covers are introduced representing various support conditions to
the geometry of three cases of real structures. The scope includes, first a detailed study to
perceive the effect of soil asymmetrical loadings on flexible culverts, and secondly a further
6
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investigation concerning live loads with special focus on avalanche loads being one major
area of application for flexible culverts in sloping terrain. Project specifics entail that there
can be different soil configurations and loading cases to be considered when designing and
constructing SSCB in sloped soils. Therefore, the scope is delimited by assuming certain
construction and geometrical topography schemes that aim to simulate and realize the
influence of some factors on the performance. While the structural response of the corrugated
wall is the main focus, the stability of soil around the conduit is also underlined. In addition,
the study briefly highlights some general guidelines involving design aspects for this type of
application and also attempts to reflect some of the numerical results in light of current
equations in SDM.
In the efforts to better understand the load bearing capacity of SSCB, the ultimate capacity of
an earlier tested 6.1 m pipe arch is analysed using 3D FEM simulation for the case of having
an axle load placed above the crown. The aim is to investigate and discuss the effect of
different input parameters including soil characteristics and the interface on the structural
response, where FEM results are analysed and compared to field measurements. Live load
deformations and the distribution of sectional forces along the pipe circumference are studied.
The study also discusses mechanisms of failure and soil performance under extreme loading.
Prior to its planned field testing, the ultimate limit state performance of large-span structure is
also investigated by performing numerical simulations for a two-radius high profile arch of
18.1 m span. The 3D simulations are performed taking into consideration different loading
positions of a standard load model for road bridges in Europe. In addition, comparisons with
2D simulations are discussed. This part of the study aims mainly to provide deep insights
regarding the anticipated performance regarding large-span structures. The results are also
used to decide on details regarding the upcoming field test in terms of loading scheme,
instrumentation plan and the anticipated magnitude and distribution of sectional forces in the
structure. Lastly, the study also suggests possible refinements of current SDM equations
specifically for the live load effects and the buckling calculations as well.

1.3 Research contribution
The work presented in this thesis has resulted in the following research contributions:


First insights on the structural response of SSCB in sloping terrain, including
developing methods for preliminary estimates of normal forces under sloped soils and
avalanches.



An assessment for the use of finite element (FE) models for the prediction of the
ultimate capacity of SSCB under live loads and low depth of soil covers. This includes
in-depth discussions on the effect of different load positions and the formation of
failure mechanisms.



An added realization on the distribution of the live load sectional forces including
highlights on the influence of the three-dimensional effects on the ultimate capacity of
structures.



Preparation data for a large-span ultimate limit state full-scale field test.
7
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Recommendations and possible refinements on current design equations concerning
buckling calculations and live load effects in light of Swedish Design Method (SDM).

1.4 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is structured in two parts: the extended summary, and four appended papers. The
first part provides supplementary description and discussion of the work, and consists of five
Chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research background and highlights the main research
contribution. The intention of the thesis is to set the appended papers in the proper context of
the overall research. The thesis also outlines the main work methodology and assumptions
that are adopted in the appended papers. It also provides a discussion about the work and how
the findings can be related to current practice.
The research efforts regarding the use of SSCB in sloping terrain are presented in Chapter 2.
It describes some of the key details of the study involving the case studies, the methodology,
and highlights the assumptions related to the input parameters. It also discusses the main
findings of the appended papers I and II and relates on how these can be reflected on current
designs. Chapter 3 outlines the main study efforts performed to analyse the behaviour of a
previously tested case study under extreme loading. It includes key discussion on the main
findings of Paper III and additional results concerning load positions and the use of equivalent
orthotropic plates for the simulated case study. Chapter 4 covers part of the ongoing research
efforts to perform a full-scale field test of a large-span structure. It briefly highlights the
numerical simulation efforts that are described in Paper IV for the prediction of the ultimate
capacity of the selected case study. This chapter also discusses and suggest possible
refinements of current SDM equations concerning the live load effects and buckling
calculations. Lastly, general conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in
Chapter 5.
The four papers on which this work is based are enclosed in appendices A, B, C, and D.
Paper I investigates the soil loadings effects of flexible culverts in sloping terrain, where
three case studies are numerically analysed with different slopes and soil cover depths. This
study was published in Engineering Structures journal.
Paper II presents the avalanche load effects on flexible culverts using two load models for
avalanches. The study utilizes the numerical simulation technique on two cases studies with
different loading scenarios. The avalanche deviation angle, the soil cover, the avalanche
proximity, and the soil support conditions around the conduit are the factors that have been
included in this investigation. This study was published in Cold Regions Science and
Technology journal.
Paper III investigates the use of 3D FEM to provide deeper insights concerning the structural
response of a 6.1 m span metal culvert previously tested under extreme loading. The study
includes a discussion on the effect of the soil input parameters and the interface modelling
choice on the structural response. Live load deformations and the distribution of sectional
forces along the pipe circumference are analysed in comparison to field measurements. The
study also discusses failure load predictions, mechanisms of failure and soil performance
under extreme loading. This study was published in Steel and Composite Structures journal.
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Paper IV presents the numerical simulation efforts to predict the ultimate capacity of a largespan structure pertaining to its ongoing preparation for a full-scale field test. The paper
discusses the effect of different load positions of a tandem load on the structural response as
well as the ultimate capacity. 3D and 2D models are analysed and discussed. Live load
deformations and the distribution of sectional forces in both directions are investigated.
Failure mechanisms and formation of yield areas are also explored and discussed. This study
was submitted to Structural Engineering International journal.
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2 Application in sloping terrain
2.1 General
The bearing capacity of a SSCB is mainly influenced by the beneficial interaction between the
steel conduit and the backfilling soil. A change in the backfilling material in terms of the
quality or the configuration will directly affect the structural performance. For that reason, a
designer shall be aware of the sensitivity of the structure to any asymmetrical soil conditions
around the conduit. The application of SSCB in sloping terrain implies that surface ground
slopes are present, and their effect needs to be taken into consideration upon design. In some
cases, the site topography may also involve a lack of sufficient space for the backfill material
at the downhill side. Indeed, the depth of soil cover and the steepness of surface slopes play
an important role in the structural performance of SSCB. These factors combined with the
nature of avalanche loads raise the question of how a SSCB would perform under these
different conditions. This study provides insights of the different factors and criteria that
influence the performance of flexible culvert when built in sloping terrain. This chapter
highlights the methodology and the main interrelated assumptions that were considered in the
study. Although details about the modelling strategy and the interrelated assumptions are
presented in the appended papers I and II, some of the key assumptions will be highlighted in
the following sections.

2.2 The case studies
Three case studies of real structures were selected to investigate their performance in sloping
terrain under different conditions. These cases weren’t actually built under slopes except for
Case I which was constructed under a ski slope of about 16% (Figure 6). The idea though was
to use their geometrical shapes as bases for introducing slopes and loads in a simulated
environment. Figure 6 presents the three cases that were included in the study. The high
profile arch denoted as Case I was built in Poland under a ski slope and was originally
constructed using 200 × 55 × 7 mm corrugated steel plates. The pipe arch denoted as Case II
was also built in Poland to replace a corroded concrete railway bridge and was originally
constructed using 150 × 50 × 7 mm corrugated steel plates. While Case I had deformation
measurements during backfilling (Kunecki 2014), Case II had deformations and stress
measurements during construction and for the structure in operation as well (Vaslestad et al.
2002). The small pipe arch denoted as Case III was constructed in Newport (Wales) using a
100 × 20 × 3 mm corrugated steel plates. The culvert was built for live loads testing purposes
under different soil covers (Temporal et al. 1985). Although this culvert might be considered
small for a road path, it was selected to realize the performance of smaller structures when
built in sloping terrain. Further details on the real structures are also summarized in paper I
(Wadi et al. 2015).
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Figure 6: Geometry of the case studies and selected pictures of the real structures. Photos
source (ViaCon Poland 2015) (Vaslestad et al. 2002) and (Temporal et al. 1985) respectively.

2.3 Assumptions and performance prediction
The use of FEM was utilized to investigate the performance of the three case studies under
different condition in sloping terrain. The numerical simulation was performed using a twodimensional finite element modelling software called Plaxis 2D. The investigation has
initially used their reported field measurements in performing a partial calibration process
before starting the introduction of slopes and loads to the simulated models. The calibration
process was meant to help limiting the choice of soil parameters and to provide an idea of
how close the modelling strategy compared to the real behaviours (Paper I). This was
performed in assuming the proper soil parameters that led to close results to some reported
field measurements. It is important to mention that the intention was not to entirely calibrate
each model independently, which would have required modelling each case according to its
specific site conditions. For instance, the models were simulated assuming the same input
regarding compaction operations and they all had similar approach in creating the excavation
pit. While the study aimed to foresee the structural performance of the simulated cases under
the complete loading of soil and avalanches, it was essential to take into consideration the
backfilling process itself into the models. The construction process of flexible culverts plays
an important role in defining their overall performance and the stress state in the conduit
(Seed B and OU 1986, Taleb and Moore 1999). In relation to that, the study assumes certain
topography and thus construction method for all the simulated models, where the concept of
cut-and-fill construction procedure is applied. For instance, the slopes were introduced by
considering a slope rotation point located vertically above the crown point (compare Figure 7)
and the different slopes were introduced by maintaining a selected height of cover at the
crown line (see papers I and II). The construction procedure involved performing an
excavation pit, followed by placing the steel conduit/arch and the backfilling series lifts in a
symmetrical way on both sides until the final level was reached. The compaction effects were
included by simultaneously activating a defined uniform load associated above each layer of
the activated backfill. This load was then deactivated for the next layer of soil and the same
12
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was repeated until reaching the final level of backfilling. Paper I investigated only the effect
of the soil loading for the different case studies under various soil covers and slopes. The
influence of the culvert presence on the slope stability was also investigated (Wadi et al.
2015).

Figure 7: Model configuration for Case II.
Avalanche loads have a dynamic and a transient nature which can be characterised by the
velocity Vs, the flow height ds, and the mass density ρs of the avalanche snow (Daudon et al.
2013, Gabl et al. 2014). However, this study did not simulate the dynamic behaviour of
avalanche loads; instead, it utilizes the established concepts of avalanche equivalent static
loads as defined according to Swiss and Norwegian guidelines (Willi et al. 2007, Norwegian
Road Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2014a). The investigation in Paper II calculated
avalanche equivalent static loads in difference scenarios where the effects of different slopes,
deviation angles, load proximity, and different heights of soil cover were explored. While the
study assumed unified input parameters for the two load models, there can be different details
upon design for both concerning return periods and the evaluation of input parameters for the
avalanche characteristics. The investigation also assumed a cut-and-cover construction
method, a specific slope layout, and considered only one case of loading scenario by
assuming an avalanche sliding over a flexible culvert covered only with soil materials. Other
loading cases may include the presence of large snow deposit above the structure, or an
avalanche sliding over a snow deposit above the structure and few others (Willi et al. 2007,
Norwegian Road Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2014a). The load models quantify the
dynamic effect resulted from the change of avalanche flow by calculating equivalent static
loads that act along certain distances away from the flow deviation point. The calculations
assume a magnification of the forces over a shorter distance near the deviation point and a
dissipation of the deviation forces after 6·ds (18 m, based on ds = 3 m) and 20 m distances for
the Swiss and Norwegian load models respectively (see Figure 8). Paper II provides more
details on the calculation of the avalanche forces for the different conditions and how they
were applied as inputs for the simulated models of the case studies (Wadi et al. 2016).
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Figure 8: Sketch showing in principle (a) The distribution of avalanche forces for both load
models and (b) How the total equivalent Fx and Fy components are calculated for the
simulated models (Wadi 2015).

2.4 Discussion
The study shows that the presence of an asymmetrical soil loading has a direct influence on
the performance of flexible culverts. The asymmetrical soil conditions induce variations in
displacements and sectional forces which are more evident in shallow heights of cover.
Higher covers may help in reducing the effect of unbalanced soil conditions. The results show
a steady increase of the maximum normal forces that are proportional to the steepness of
slopes above the structure, while structures display a more complex trend in bending
moments. The geotechnical safety aspects of flexible culverts may become another main
concern when constructing in sloping terrain, where the study indicates that the presence of a
culvert in a sloped soil could increase the risk of soil failure. More details about soil loading
effects are presented in the appended Paper I.
On the other hand, the study on avalanche load effects has showed the pronounced effects of
the proximity of the avalanche deviation point on the structural response. Results also showed
that providing sufficient soil support conditions largely help in reducing the load effects of
avalanches. A good soil support condition can be achieved by providing a sufficient soil cover
and proper soil backing at the downhill side of the structure. More details regarding the
avalanche load effects are presented in the appended Paper II.

2.4.1

Reflection on current design methods

This section attempts to highlight some important design aspects in light of the findings of the
study. Safety aspects, construction, materials, and environment related issues such as
drainage, erosion, durability, and others are not included in this discussion. These are
important topics and normally discussed for an optimum performance of flexible culverts in
general and in sloping terrain in particular. Nonetheless, some of these topics are briefly
highlighted by the end of this chapter.
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Current designs (Klöppel and Glock 1970, AASHTO 2012, CSA Canadian Standards
Association 2014, Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) of SSCB generally assume uniform soil
support conditions and do not account for the asymmetry induced by the presence of steep
surface slopes. The bearing capacity of SSCB is a result of the beneficial interaction between
the soil and the steel materials. Therefore, any changes in the soil configurations may directly
influence the structure on two levels, the dead weight and the resistance.
Serviceability conditions
Obviously, the unbalanced soil conditions make the structure to deform in an asymmetrical
manner and the magnitude of this deformation will be directly affected by the soil cover and
the steepness of the slope above the structure. Construction deformations due to soil can be
excessively irregular especially in the case of steep slopes. In addition, deformations due to
avalanches could be as large as the soil deformation, which are more seen in the case of
having close deviation point of avalanches. For culverts built under near horizontal soil
slopes, there exist some design limits (Corrugated steel pipe institute (CSPI) and American
Iron and Steel Institute 2007, CSA Canadian Standards Association 2014, Norwegian Road
Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2014b) to control deformations for the backfilling process.
In the case of sloping terrain applications, the serviceability conditions (SLS) of a flexible
culvert may certainly become a more important criterion. The asymmetrical soil loading will
eventually result in a stress increase during construction and more evidently, the structure will
ultimately suffer from asymmetrical displacements. The scale of the resulted deformation
shape may become an issue as asymmetrical deformations are more inconvenient to the eyes
of the road users. Therefore, the construction of SSCB in sloping terrain will certainly require
more emphases on the SLS criteria as it becomes essential to perceive, mitigate and control
excessive deformations and stresses during backfilling and for the completed structure as
well.
Depth of soil cover
The depth of soil cover is a key input parameter for the design of SSCB. It is normally
defined (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) as the minimum distance hccrown between the
pipe/arch top to the soil surface (CHBDC defines the soil cover as the distance between the
road surface to the centre line of the corrugation). Designers need to be aware that in the
presence of surface slopes, the depth of soil cover is reduced and shifted away from the crown
line toward the downhill slope hcslope (Figure 9).

Figure 9: The definition of depth of cover in sloped soils (Wadi 2015).
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In the current practice for SSCB in sloping terrain, Norwegian document (Norwegian Road
Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2014a) specifies a minimum soil cover of 2.5 m that
should be maintained within the span of the structure in the cases of flexible protection
structures. If one attempts to reflect this requirement on the studied cases in papers I and II,
most of the modelled cases violate this criterion except for few cases particularly when having
hccrown equal to 3 m (see Table 1). The findings of papers I and II suggest that there could be a
possible relaxation of this requirement especially when looking at the performance (stress
ratios) of the studied cases. This cost-related relaxation can be related to the geometry of the
structure, the slope intensity, and the consideration of live load effects. The carful use of
rigorous analysis (FEM) could be a valuable tool in this regard.
Table 1: Calculated hcslope for all the modelled cases. Edited from (Wadi 2015).

Case

I

II

III

hcslope (m)

hccrown (m)
10

20

Surface slope (%)
30

1

0.96

0.84

0.66

0.42

0.15

2

1.96

1.82

1.62

1.35

1.04

3

2.95

2.80

2.57

2.28

1.93

1

0.97

0.89

0.77

0.61

0.42

2

1.97

1.88

1.73

1.54

1.32

3

2.96

2.86

2.69

2.47

2.21

1

0.99

0.94

0.87

0.78

0.68

2

1.98

1.92

1.83

1.71

1.57

3

2.98

2.90

2.79

2.64

2.47

40

50

On the other hand, one must keep in mind the minimum depth of soil cover requirements
when designing SSCB (CSA Canadian Standards Association 2014, Pettersson and Sundquist
2014). From a design point of view, the minimum depth of cover is normally associated with
live load bending moments and the possibility of soil wedge upheaval above one side due to
an eccentric on one other side of the conduit (CSA group 2006). An increased risk of soil
failure should be thought through for the case of having structures under sloped soils. Design
methods will need to define particulars regarding design proofs for the soil stability
considering the variability soil properties and the types of loads for this application (i.e.
avalanches). In fact, earlier studies (Abdel-Sayed and Salib 2002) have used numerical
modelling to define minimum depth of cover requirements that are currently adopted in
designs (CSA group 2006, CSA Canadian Standards Association 2014), where the same
should be theoretically possible for the case of sloping terrain applications.
Sectional forces
Paper I showed a proportional linear increase of soil normal forces with respect to the increase
of surface slopes. The same was also noticed in paper II for the case of avalanche loads.
Bending moments were found difficult to anticipate as they had unsystematic tendency due to
sloped soils and avalanche loads. Therefore, one may link the linear increase of normal forces
with existing design methods as an example of how the findings of this study can be basically
16
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correlated to current practice. Since this study is performed in Europe, the following sections
conceptually describe normal forces prediction (regression analysis) due to sloped soils and
avalanches in light of a known design method in Europe being SDM (Pettersson and
Sundquist 2014).
The proposed methods of normal force estimation are considered for preliminary studies as
one needs to consider rigorous analysis on a project specific basis. The idea is to show how
FEM results can be read and linked to an existing design method such as the SDM. Therefore
and considering the limited nature of the study being primarily based on numerical
simulations, the proposed method(s) shall be read as guidelines for conceptual understanding
and rough estimations.
Sloped soil normal force
The SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) calculates normal forces due to soil according to
equation (1) using span D, effective height H, depth of soil cover hc, soil weight density ρs,
and soil arching factor Sar. In order to relate this equation with the calculated maximum
normal forces due to slopes in paper I, at first equation (1) is used to back-calculate the
corresponding soil densities ρs which lead to the calculated normal force in paper I when there
is no surface slope (Table 4 in paper I). This has led to soil weight densities ρs in the range of
12-13 kN/m3 (Wadi 2015) for the different modelled cases, which are compared lower than
the assumed values in the simulated models (Wadi et al. 2015). This variation is believed to
be related to the original derivation (linear regression) of equation (1) by Duncan (1979). It is
worth noting that the arching factor Sar in equation (1) was set to 1.0 as one may assume that
arching is probably affected in a negative way for the case of sloped soils. Furthermore, the
resulted variation in weight densities does not necessarily mean than the FEM results are
more accurate than equation (1) as one needs to account for other factors such as the relative
movement of soils (i.e. negative arching) around the structure if realized to occur.
overfill
sidefill
+

+ 
h
h
H
H


N s = 0.2 rs D 2 + Sar  0.9 c − 0.5 c  rs D 2
D
D
D D


(1)

Thereafter, equation (1) is used to predict the increase of normal forces due to slopes by backcalculating an effective depth of soil cover hceff that leads to the same FEM values in the
presence of slopes (Table 4 in paper I). To keep the same margins between equation (1) and
FEM, the back-calculation was performed using the same back-calculated soil weight
densities. Figure 10 shows the results of this procedure for all the modelled cases. Thus, under
a uniform surface slope, the normal force due to soil can be preliminarily estimated by
equation (1) with the use of hceff value instead of hc , and applying the actual weight density of
the soil material.
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Figure 10: Effective depth of soil cover ratio hceff /D for the calculation of normal force due to
soil under different surface slopes (Wadi 2015).
Example: normal force under sloped soil
The concept of effective depth of soil cover presented in Figure 10 is used to estimate
the normal force under sloped soil for Case II.
Input: span D = 8.9 m, effective height H = 4.55 m, soil weight density ρs = 20 kN/m3,
depth of soil cover hccrown = 3 m, soil arching factor Sar = 1.0, and a surface slope of 40%.
Under no slope, equation (1) calculates normal force due to soil Ns = 506 kN/m. For the
case of 40% surface slope, and given that hccrown /D = 3/8.9 = 0.337, Figure 10 gives an
effective depth of cover ratio hceff /D = 0.47. Therefore, by using this in equation (1), the
normal force under a 40% surface slope is estimated at Ns = 642 kN/m.

Avalanche load normal force
The use of flexible culverts in sloping terrain needs to account for the different types of live
loads in design methods for this area of application. SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014)
normally evaluates live load normal forces by calculating an equivalent line load for any
arbitrary surface load (i.e., standard load model/truck) that has the same vertical stress at
crown. The method also considers the presence of a uniformly distributed load on the surface
qk .
In order to provide an estimate of avalanche load normal forces using SDM (Pettersson and
Sundquist 2014), the avalanche load is hypothetically considered to have an effect similar to a
distributed load qk rather than a local effect of an equivalent line load. Under slopes less than
10%, the SDM normally calculates live load normal force Nt,q for a uniformly distributed load
qk according to equation (2). The method also takes into consideration the curvature changes
when having Rt/Rs > 1.0 by multiplying equation (2) value using the factor (Rt/Rs)0.25. Rt and
Rs are the top and side radii of the wall conduit respectively.
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N t,q =

D
qk
2

(2)

In paper II, avalanche loads are characterized to have hydrostatic force components Pn and Pt
and deviation forces components Fn and Ft. In order to relate between these surface loads and
their induced normal forces, one needs to extract and examine the avalanche normal forces
separately. For instance, Table 2 shows the maximum avalanche normal forces as extracted
from the simulated cases pertaining to Swiss load model. The effect of hydrostatic forces Pn
and Pt being uniformly distributed over the full length of the surface slope, can be separated
from the effect of deviation forces Fn and Ft being distributed over a defined surface length as
in the cases of 18 m and 10 m deviation point distances (see Fig. 5 & Fig. 9 in Paper II). In
light of that, equation (2) can be re-written in the form of equation (3).
FEM
Table 2: Maximum normal force due to avalanche loads only, N avalanche
(Swiss load model
only) (Wadi 2015).

Case

I

II a

hccrown
(m)
1
2
3
1
2
3

18
183
183
180
117
120
117

Maximum FEM normal force due to avalanche (kN/m)
Slope (%)
10
20
30
Deviation point distance (m)
10
18
10
18
358
166
_
124
350
166
277
133
335
162
270
128
_
105
_
_
221
106
183
83
210
103
171
81

.W eight
Dev . Forces + Horz . Forces
0.25
+
 Aval 
 D  R
    t 
=
N avalanche  Pn +
qavalanche

  2   Rs 



10
_
_
205
_
_
131

(3)

Where qavalanche is the effect of surface forces (Pt, Fn, and Ft) which is calculated as the
maximum vertical pressure occurring in the vacancy of culvert span D as shown in Figure 11.
The uniform distributed pressure qavalanche is hypothetically calculated based on a horizontal
surface slope and using the concepts of Boussinesq (semi-infinite elastic soil body) for point
loads, which is similar to the method used in SDM. The equations to calculate vertical
pressure increase for vertical and horizontal surface points (Cerruti 1882) are as per equations
(4) and (5) respectively.
3P ( hc
s =
s5
2π

)

crown 3

For vertical point load

For horizontal point load s

V
v

H
v

(4)

crown
3P x ( hc )
=
2π
s5

2
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Where P is the point load, s is the distance between the point load to the calculation point and
x is the horizontal distance from the point load to the calculation point of interest.

Figure 11: Proposed model for the calculation of qavalanche shown for the case of 18 m
deviation point distance (i.e. x = 0) (Wadi 2015).
Figure 12 shows the calculated vertical pressure distribution qavalanche along the Swiss load
model for different hccrown and selected slopes. The pressure was calculated using the concept
of strip surface loads (finite width and infinite length) (Das 2006) for both the vertical and the
horizontal surface loads. It is worth noting the calculated vertical pressure in Figure 12 has
used the same assumptions for the avalanche characteristics in Paper II (avalanche velocity,
flow height, friction coefficient and avalanche unit weight). The x-axis represents the location
of the calculation point at which the stress is evaluated along the load as shown in Figure 12.
For instance, the 18 m and 10 m deviation point distances would correspond to x distance
values of 0 and 8 m respectively (see also Fig. 9 in Paper II).

Figure 12: Calculated qavalanche along the Swiss load model for different soil depths and
selected slopes. Edited from (Wadi 2015).
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Example: avalanche load normal force
The avalanche load normal force can be estimated using equation (3) together with the
concepts illustrated in Figure 11 and Figure 12. A calculation example is shown here for
Case II geometry.
Input: span D = 8.9 m, depth of soil cover hccrown = 3 m, Rt/Rs = 1.0, same assumptions
regarding avalanche characteristics as in Paper II, and a surface slope of 30%.
In order to estimate the avalanche load normal force, equation (3) is used. The avalanche
weight Pn is equal to11.5 kN/m2 (Table 2 in Paper II). By looking at Figure 12, qavalanche
values for the 18 m and 10 m (deviation point distances) cases are 14 kN/m2 and 28
kN/m2 respectively. Using equation (3), the resultant avalanche load normal forces
Navalanche values are 114 kN/m and 176 kN/m for the 18 m and 10 m cases respectively.
One may compare these values to the corresponding FEM values in Table 2 being 81
kN/m and 131 kN/m respectively.
The proposed approach was used to estimate the avalanche load normal forces for all the
simulated cases (Swiss load model only) shown in Table 2 in addition to the SuperCor
corrugation cases reported in Paper II. Figure 13 shows the ratio between the proposed
approach and the FEM values for avalanche load normal forces. It can be seen that the
proposed approach for normal forces prediction due to avalanches has a factor of more than
1.0. However, this factor seems to reduce for the case of a close deviation point distance (i.e.
10 m) and a large deviation angle. This could indicate that the proposed approach may not be
valid for closer avalanches (i.e. less than 10 m deviation point). It is worth mentioning that the
Rt/Rs ratio in equation (3) for Case II is 1.0, while this ratio has a value of 2.39 for Case I
geometry. Disregarding this ratio for Case I calculation would result that the proposed method
underestimates normal forces in comparison to FEM values for the case.

Figure 13: Ratio between proposed and FEM normal forces values due to avalanches for all
the simulated cases of Swiss load model. Edited from (Wadi 2015).
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Other design aspects
The use of SSCB in sloping terrain application implies that other design aspects (Schaerer
1966) need to be considered for this special area of application. For instance, one may refer to
the Norwegian experience (Norwegian Road Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2014b,
2014a, 2015) that provides some guidelines on some of these issues that need to be considered
upon design, construction and operation. The following points highlight few of these topics.
•

Durability of the structure in terms of the material corrosion and the protection against
erosion factors shall be addressed. Proper drainage system should be implemented. In
addition, the geotechnical stability should be a main criterion that needs to be fulfilled
in design considering the variation in soil properties and surface loads.

•

The use of site topography for layout design optimization should be explored by
providing a sufficient soil support around the culvert and the possibility of avoiding
the deflection forces of avalanches. Furthermore, the length of the protection structure
should be studied by careful consideration of the avalanche flow and width. Safety
aspects with regard to tunnelling (Norwegian Road Administration (Statens vegvesen)
2014c) including illumination, maintenance and the possible need for ventilation shall
be considered if applicable for a safe tunnel operation for road users.

•

Different load cases should be considered with regard to the presence of snow deposits
in combination with avalanche flow (Willi et al. 2007). Rock-falls should be
addressed as well if realized to occur. In addition, load factors concerning load
characterizations should be applied for the different limits states of design (Willi et al.
2007, Norwegian Road Administration (Statens vegvesen) 2015).
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3 Numerical analysis for extreme
loading
3.1 Overview
The design of a SSCB requires performing design calculations for the different states of
design which may include serviceability, fatigue and ultimate state design verifications. This
compels understanding the behaviour of the structure in the different design states. Although
many studies have included field testing under service conditions, there have been few tests
where culverts were actually loaded to failure (see also section 1.3). These tests were seen
essential to understand the structural performance under extreme loading and to realise the
true ultimate capacity of these structures. This chapter outlines the main study efforts
performed to analyse the behaviour of a previously tested case study under extreme loading.
While details about this investigation are established in Paper III, this chapter briefly
highlights some of the main details and also shows additional efforts/results that were not
presented in Paper III.

3.2 Case study and model
In order to investigate SSCBs performance in the ultimate limit state, the study utilized 3D
FEM to analyse and discuss the behaviour of a selected case study under extreme loading. In
the late 1980s, an extensive testing program was performed on a 6.1 m span pipe arch culvert
in the Enköping area of Sweden. The full-scale field test involved measurements for the
structural behaviour during backfilling, under service loads, and for the case of loading to
failure (Pettersson 2007). The pipe arch was selected for its extensive testing program and
being to the author’s knowledge one of the largest ultimate tests performed for a regular
SSCB (not a box culvert) for road loads. The study particularly focuses on modelling the pipe
arch when loaded to failure using a single axle load located above the crown.
The methodology involved performing a parametric study concerning soil input parameters,
which was analysed in the different simulation attempts until reaching an acceptable
calibrated model compared to field measurements. The study also included the effect of
having different modelling assumptions regarding the interface between the steel pipe and the
soil. The calibrated model was then used to study the failure mechanism and predict the
failure load in comparison to the field measurements. The plasticity of the soil was modelled
using Mohr Coulomb material model; in addition, fully elastic models were also included. In
order to minimise uncertainty regarding the steel behaviour, the steel corrugation was
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modelled explicitly using its true geometry. More detail on the modelling assumptions and the
methodology are descried in Paper III.
Although the use of equivalent orthotropic plates for the steel corrugation was not included in
the Paper III, the following section presents and compares results where corrugated steel is
modelled as equivalent orthotropic plates. Furthermore, additional results concerning different
locations of the axle load are also presented.

3.3 Discussion
The structural response of the pipe arch under extreme loading was simulated using three
dimensional modelling. After a certain calibration process, the simulated model managed to
capture the structure response for the given loads, but at the same time ended up with an
overestimation of the failure load when compared to the reported field measurements. This
overestimation was arguably associated with the chosen material model and more importantly
of what is believed a critical presence of a bolted connection. The calibration process also
allowed quantifying the effect of the different soil parameters as well as the interface
modelling choice between the soil and the steel materials. The role of the backfilling soil in
the distribution of pipe wall stresses was also examined at the different levels of loading. It
was also seen that the shear capacity of the soil was largely mobilized much before the failure
load. The simulated model also managed to track the evolution process of the different
yielding areas and to identify the formation of the failure mechanism of the structure.

Figure 14: Live load bending moment comparison in different calculation approaches.
On the other hand, it is interesting to look at the results of the elastic model in comparison to
the different design methods. For instance, both SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) and
CHBDC (CSA Canadian Standards Association 2014) use the concept of the equivalent line
load to calculate live load bending moments. The single axle load configuration of the test
gives an equivalent line load value of 0.433 times the applied axle load. Figure 14
summarizes the results of the live load bending moments as calculated from both design
methods in comparison to the reported field measurements and the elastic model (SIM01 in
Paper III). The calculations of both design methods were based on a design value of soil
modulus being 14 MPa. This value is comparable to the calculated characteristic soil tangent
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modulus for the test soil using SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014), and at the same time is
similar to the assumed soil modulus in the elastic model (SIM01). On the other hand, CHBDC
recommends a design value of a secant modulus being 27 MPa for the test type of soil (see
Paper III). Figure 14 clearly shows the nonlinear trend of the field measurements with respect
to the applied axle load. This is an obvious indication for the shear capacity mobilization of
the soil at high loads, where this can’t be captured in the elastic model. Design methods are
normally linear with respect to the applied loads, namely reflected in the assumed value of the
soil elastic modulus. Although that both design methods have the same origin of live load
bending moment equations (SCI by Duncan (1978, 1979)), Figure 14 shows some differences
between the two methods. This variation is mainly related to modifications the SDM
(Pettersson 2007) to the so-called live load moment reduction factor. More discussions on this
topic are given in Chapter 4.

3.3.1

Different load positions

The ultimate load tests for the case study was performed having the axle load located exactly
at the crown line. This choice of the load position was adapted for many reasons (Pettersson
2007), among them that the cross sectional forces are the largest at this load position and the
fact that the soil support is small at the crown area. On the other hand, a former study by
Duncan (1979) suggested that by placing the live load over the quarter point, the effects of the
backfill and the live load combine to produce a moment at quarter point that is larger than the
moment at any other location (Duncan 1979). In any case, this section attempts to provide
more insights into the topic by using the calibrated model of the case study to predict the
structural response for load locations other than the one used in the field test.

Figure 15: Load-displacement curves for the different loading positions.
Hence, the calibrated model in Paper III (SIM07) was used to numerically predict the culvert
response when the axle load is placed at 1 m and 2 m from the crown line. Since the load is
now asymmetric, the calibrated model was rebuilt utilizing only the symmetry in one plane
(compare Fig. 3 in paper III). The results of the load-displacement curves together with the
different axle loads at which 1st yield, 2nd yield and failure occur are shown in Figure 15. For
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the studied case, the simulations do not show large differences in failure loads for the
different load positions. Though having the axle load at 1 m makes the first yield to occur at a
lower axle load compared to the centrically loaded case (≈12% lower). A closer look at the
sectional forces (Figure 16 and Figure 17) reveals that the live load effects are indeed
maximized when the axle load is placed at the crown line. In the 1 m load position case, the
formation of 1st yield occurred at about -0.2 m arc distance (see Figure 16), mainly from the
combined effect of the high bending moment from the backfilling together with the negative
moment caused by the live load at the same location. Another indication about the significant
influence of the soil load effects (mainly bending moments) for the formation of steel yielding
at low height of soil cover cases.

Figure 16: Live load circumferential bending moments and soil extracted at axle loads
between 340-360 kN for the different load positions.

Figure 17: Live load circumferential normal forces extracted at axle loads between 340-360
kN for the different load positions.
Figure 18 presents the different locations of the yield areas as extracted at the failure loads for
the different loading cases. In addition, the deformed shapes at failure are also presented.
Except for the third loading case (axle at 2.0 m), the 1st yield areas appeared at locations
where the live load negative bending moment occurs. At these locations, live load negative
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bending moment (plus normal force) is added to the soil negative moment causing the 1st
yield of steel by compression for the bottom of the corrugation. On the other hand, placing the
axle load at 2 m caused the 1st yield to appear just below the applied load. At this location, the
combined effect from the live load positive moment (plus normal force) and the soil positive
moment caused the steel to yield by compression at the top part of the corrugation.

Figure 18: (a) Location of yield areas for the different load positions (based on von Mises
stresses). (b) Deformed shapes at failure (scaled up 10 times).

3.3.2

Equivalent orthotropic analysis

So far, the orthotropic behaviour of the corrugated steel pipe is captured by including the
corrugation themselves upon building the model. This normally leads to a high number of
mesh elements and also creates calculation challenges in terms of the contact behaviour
between the steel and the backfill soil. A less complicated model could be realized by
approximating the orthotropic behaviour of the corrugated steel pipe by calculating an
equivalent plate thickness with different stiffness properties in both directions (Moore and
Taleb 1999, Elshimi 2011, Brachman et al. 2012). For instance, the orthotropic properties of
the corrugated metal plate can be calculated using a set of equations (6-10) based on the work
by Ansourian (1981). These equations are expressed in the form of a plate of uniform
thickness teq and Poisson’s ratio of zero. The equivalent material properties are calculated
using equivalent Young’s moduli in circumferential Eθ and axial Ea directions using equations
(7) and (8) respectively. The same is also calculated for the two equivalent shear moduli G23
and G12,13 denoted by the local directions of the shell element using equations (9) and (10)
respectively. ts represents the original thickness of the corrugation, d is the depth of the
corrugation, b is the wavelength of the corrugation, Es is the elastic modulus of steel, and Gs is
the shear modulus of steel. In this approach, three stiffness quantities out of four can be
calculated correctly to represent the corrugated steel plate. The three stiffness quantities are,
the membrane stiffness in the circumferential direction (EA)θ and bending stiffness in the
circumferential (EI)θ and axial directions (EI)a. The membrane stiffness in the axial direction
(EA)a is not captured correctly by the equivalent orthotropic properties.
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Hence, for the steel corrugation of the case study (200 mm × 55 mm × 3.0 mm), the
equivalent orthotropic properties were calculated as shown in Table 3. The equivalent yield
stress was also calculated by assuming that the elastic moment capacity of the corrugated and
the equivalent plates are the same.
Table 3: Parameters for the equivalent orthotropic shell model.
Property

Value

Equivalent thickness, teq
Equivalent Young’s modulus in circumferential direction, Eθ
Equivalent Young’s modulus in axial direction, Ea
Equivalent shear modulus in local element coordinates 2-3, G23
Equivalent shear modulus in local element coordinates 1-2 & 1-3, G12,13
Equivalent yield stress

62 mm
12.791 GPa
23.275 MPa
3.197 GPa
10.621 MPa
25.08 MPa

In order to make a comparison with the corrugated model, the calibrated model SIM07 was
used as bases to build the equivalent orthotropic model. All the assumptions and input
parameters including model geometry were the same for both models except the equivalent
orthotropic steel pipe (Figure 19). In the equivalent orthotropic analysis, the steel pipe was
modeled as a smooth shell pipe with orthotropic properties as listed in Table 3. To give an
idea on the model size, one may compare about 360000 degrees of freedom for the equivalent
orthotropic analysis to about 1.2 million degrees of freedom for the corrugated model SIM07.
In general, the results of the equivalent orthotropic analysis show a larger structural response
in comparison to the corrugated analysis SIM07. Figure 20 presents the live load sectional
forces under the loading pad as extracted at about 343 kN axle load. The orthotropic analysis
resulted in larger live load bending moments and the same can be said for the live load normal
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forces except for the crown area. Indeed, if one had adopted an equivalent orthotropic
analysis, the calibration process would have probably resulted in a different calibrated model
(concerning soil input parameters) than the calibrated model reported in Paper III (i.e.
SIM07). Nonetheless, the explicit modeling of the corrugations can be expensive and
generally generates more geometrical complexities with large number of elements and thereby
demands more computational power. Hence, it is considered best suited for research
calculations and should be favored to rule out any unnecessary uncertainties during the
research work. On the other hand and despite its limitations, the equivalent orthotropic
analysis is believed to be more appropriate for engineering design calculations. A previous
work (Brachman et al. 2012) has also noted similar remarks regarding the use of orthotropic
and corrugated analyses for SSCB.

Figure 19: View of the 3D equivalent orthotropic model.

Figure 20: Live load circumferential sectional forces comparison between equivalent
orthotropic and corrugated SIM07 analyses as extracted at about 343 kN axle load.
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4 ULS prediction and design
4.1 Overview
Field performance tests of SSCB have always been important benchmarks in the development
process of design methods. Even with the advancement in computer simulations, field tests
are still seen equally essential to deeply understand the composite load bearing capacity of
these structures. As explained earlier in Chapter 1, the level of reliability of the current design
methods needs to be assessed in terms of their use for the design of large-span structures.
Questions like how conservative they are when it comes to large-span structures is being
asked. Indeed, instantaneous field tests using trucks (i.e. service loads) on these large-size
structures provide important insights about their performance with respect to their design
loads. Yet, the nonlinear nature of the soil under applied loads certainly plays an important
role especially for the estimation of the ultimate load capacity. Failure modes and critical load
positions are also important topics of which a full-scale field test of a large-span structure
would be greatly beneficial in this regard.
The first part of this chapter describes part of the preparation efforts to perform a full-scale
field test on a large-span SSCB. Three dimensional FEM is used to provide performance
predictions for a selected large-span case study ahead of its intended field testing. While
details about this study are described in Paper IV, this chapter briefly highlights some of the
main particulars and also shows additional investigations that were not included in the paper.
The second part highlights on calculation approaches for the live load thrust, bending moment
and the buckling calculations in different design methods. A special emphasis is given to the
SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) current design equations in relation to other design
methods and FEM calculations. The idea is to discuss and suggest possible recommendations
for the design of SSCB in light of SDM.

4.2 Study specifics
For their unique shape, box metal culverts have been lately the focus of different ultimate
limit states field testing. Similar efforts are needed to investigate the ultimate capacity of
large-span regular shape metal culverts/bridges. A two-radius arch of an 18.1 m span is
selected to be the test subject of an ultimate state field testing (Figure 21). A steel corrugation
of 381 mm × 140 mm is to be used for the fabrication of the structure. The intention is to load
the structure using a standard load model that is used for the design of road bridges in Europe.
A three dimensional FEM is used to provide performance predictions using different load
positions of the applied tandem load. In addition, comparisons with 2D models are also
discussed. The aim of the FEM is to provide in-depth knowledge about the structural
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performance under extreme loading and the outcome will be also used in deciding best ways
for the instrumentation and other related matters regarding the field testing. More details on
the model configuration and assumptions are presented in Paper IV.

Figure 21: Ongoing foundation works for the full-scale field test.

4.3 Discussion
The simulation results enabled to realize the major influence of the load soil effects on the
ultimate capacity of the simulated bridge. Although that live load effects were maximized
when the tandem load was closer to the crown, the ultimate load was reduced when the
tandem load was placed in an asymmetrical manner away from the crown. The complexity of
having equivalent 2D models to the 3D simulation was illustrated particularly if one attempts
to correlate sectional forces and displacements at the same time. The predicted response from
soil load effects were judged reasonable when compared to a comparable size tested structure.
Indeed, there is a level of uncertainty regarding the predicted ultimate loads considering the
fact that the model did not go through any calibration process especially regarding soil
parameters. Thought, the methodology itself is of a similar nature to a previous calibrated
case (Wadi et al. 2018). More results and discussions regarding the case including the
distribution of the sectional forces in the circumferential and the transverse directions are
presented in Paper IV.
From a design point of view, the selected cover depth being 700 mm (cover depth/span =
0.038) for the case study is considered low especially if designed to live loads. The reason for
selecting this low cover depth is to be able to bring the structure to failure once it is tested. On
the other hand, one may need to compare the results of the 3D FEM to existing design
methods. In order to make the comparison, a fully elastic model was used to calculate live
load effects for the case of having the tandem load placed centrically at the crown. For the
sake of discussion, the elastic modulus of soil was assumed 30 MPa. Figure 22 shows FEM
live load circumferential sectional forces calculated at 618 kN tandem load. For instance, one
may use SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) to calculate live load effects for the same
applied tandem load. SDM calculates a value of 155 kN/m for the live load axial force (this
does not include the ratio between the top and bottom radius which is normally considered for
SLS load combinations). This basically comes from the calculation of the equivalent line load
for the given tandem load (see section 3.3). One may compare this value to the maximum
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calculated value by FEM in Figure 22, which raise the typical issue whether average or
maximum axial force is more appropriate for design. Furthermore, the SDM calculates 28
kNm/m for the live load bending moment, which is 50% the maximum FEM value shown in
Figure 22. Using the same equivalent line load, the original SCI (Duncan 1979) (similar to
CHBDC (CSA Canadian Standards Association 2014)) computes 25 kNm/m for the live load
bending moment. Again, the cover depth/span ratio is considered very small from a practical
design point of view. Yet, the discrepancy between the results of the elastic model and the
design methods raises the question about the accuracy of design methods for the application
of large-span structures (cover depth/span is low). More discussions on the topic are treated in
the next sections.

Figure 22: Live load circumferential sectional forces calculated using an elastic model with a
soil modulus of 30 MPa.

4.3.1

Effect of plate width

So far, all the 3D simulations for the 18.1 m span arch were performed assuming a 5 m width
corrugated plate (see figure 3 in Paper IV) and one lane of traffic. Of course, in reality the
width of the arch can be more especially if considering two lanes or more of surface traffic
and the presence of end treatments of the structure. Hence, this section provides further results
for the effects of having a wider arch and a load of two lanes of traffic. To do this, two load
positions were selected for this study, the centrically tandem case and when the tandem load
is located at 3.6 m from the crown. A 10 m (i.e., 5 m is symmetry) width for the arch was
selected and the second tandem lane load was placed at 1 m center to center distance between
the adjacent tire prints (see LM1 in EN 1991-2). The tandem load of the second lane was
assumed of same magnitude of the first one. All the new simulations were run up to failure
loads assuming the same input parameters regarding the steel and the backfilling soil in Paper
IV.
Figure 23 shows the different load-displacement curves for all the new modeled cases in
comparison to the original cases. For the modeled case, it can be seen that the plate width has
a substantial effect on the structural response especially for the failure loads. The 3D effects is
clearly seen, where a wider plate for the single lane load makes the structure significantly
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stiffer in response to the applied loads. Obviously, the case of two lanes of traffic represents
the most critical case for the ultimate capacity of the structure.

Figure 23: Load-displacement curves for the different plate widths and lane loads.
Similarly, Figure 24 shows the 1st yield, 2nd yield and failure loads for the different simulated
cases. For the single lane load, the wider model has clear effect in postponing the occurrence
of first yields of the steel arch. It is interesting to note that for the single lane case, the wider
model makes the failure loads almost equal for both the centrically and the 3.6 m load
positions. The case of two lanes of traffic makes the structure to yield at lower loads when
compared to one lane of traffic.

Figure 24: Summary of 1st yield, 2nd yield, and failure loads as extracted for the different
simulated cases.
The live load sectional forces are also compared for the different simulated cases. Figure 25
shows a comparison of the circumferential live load bending moments and normal forces as
calculated for the centrically loaded cases. While a wider arch helps in reducing the live load
effects for the single tandem load, the two lanes load case almost ends with the same live load
effects when compared to the 5 m wide case. Figure 26 also shows the different locations of
the yield areas as extracted at failure for the different simulated cases. The three-dimension
effects are clearly seen when comparing the extent of yield areas in the small and wider
models, especially for the case of the asymmetrical tandem load. .
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Figure 25: Live load sectional forces as calculated for the different plates widths and lane
loads shown for the centrically loaded case.

Figure 26: Location of yield areas at failure loads for the different simulated cases (based on
von Mises stresses).

4.4 Notes on live load effects
4.4.1

Normal forces

Normal forces are important in the design of SSCB. They are involved in the verification of
stresses in the metal wall, the buckling capacity, the capacity of bottled connections, and
imposed forces on foundations as in the case of arches. Therefore, it is importance that design
methods provide realistic estimates for thrusts in the metal wall. The estimation of live load
thrusts can be different for the different design methods. For instance, SDM (Pettersson and
Sundquist 2014) calculates live load thrust based on the concept of equivalent line load (see
sections 3.3 and 4.3) proposed by Duncan (1979). This approach does not involve the size
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(i.e., span) of the structure in the calculations. Though, the ratio of top and side radius is
accounted for the SLS calculations in SDM. Similarly, CHBDC (CSA Canadian Standards
Association 2014) calculates live load thrusts as the minimum of the ring compression thrust
and by considering a live load distribution (1:1 in transverse direction along the road centre
line and 2V:1H in longitudinal direction) through the soil evaluated at the crown level. The
same concept of the ring compression thrust is also applied in AASHTO (AASHTO 2012) by
assuming a certain distribution of live load through the soil cover to the top of the structure.
Earlier studies have shown that design methods may underestimate the live load thrust when
compared to field measurements specially for large-span structures (Bayoǧlu Flener 2009,
Elshimi 2011). This sometimes justified that designs are normally performed to the average
not the maximum normal force along the pipe/arch (Elshimi 2011).
Thereafter, this section specifically deals with the live load thrust calculation that is currently
adopted in the SDM. It is believed that the concept of equivalent line load might not be
rational for the calculation of live load thrusts in SDM. This is believed appropriate especially
for large-span structures, where live load thrusts are reasonably affected by the size of the
structure (Bayoǧlu Flener 2009, Elshimi 2011) (see also section 4.3). The aim is to revisit the
SDM approach in calculating live load thrusts and to propose possible modifications which
include the size (i.e., geometry) of the structure.
The idea is to build on equation (11) of the ring compression theory (White L and Layer P
1960) for the estimation of live load thrust Nlive,ring. Where D is the span and σv is the vertical
load pressure evaluated at the crown. In order to build on equation (11), the parametric FEM
study performed by Elshimi (2011) is principally used to investigate how live load thrusts
change for different profiles and soil covers. The parametric study included single-radius
arches, two-radius arches and box culverts. Spans ranged from 6 m to 16 m and soil covers up
to 3 m and as low as 0.45 m. The FEM simulations utilized both corrugated (mainly box
culverts) and orthotropic (arches) analyses with the use of plastic soil model and different
thicknesses of deep corrugations 400 mm × 150 mm. The study applied CL-625-ONT truck
for the live load and included both single and two lanes of traffic. The results of the two lanes
analyses will be used in this particular study. More details about the parametric study can be
found in (Elshimi 2011).

D
N live,ring= σ v ⋅  
2

(11)

Figure 27 shows the maximum live load thrusts for the parametric study plotted against the
live load thrust as evaluated by current SDM. Keeping in mind that design methods normally
consider average values of thrusts along the metal wall, yet one may observe the drawback of
SDM in predicting a reasonable trend for live load thrusts especially for the low soil
cover/span ratios. In addition, FEM results show an increase of live load thrusts with the
increase of span, which is not captured in SDM. It is worth to mention that the calculated
SDM thrust values in Figure 27 do not include the effect of top/side radius ratio (Rt/Rs)0.25,
where SDM normally utilizes this ratio for the design live load thrusts in SLS load
combinations (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014).
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Figure 27: Comparison of live load thrusts for the different cases of the investigated FEM
parametric study.
Starting from equation (11), the parametric study is used to establish a relation which can be
used to provide reasonable estimates for the live load normal forces. This has led to a new
proposal for the calculation of live load thrust taken into consideration the soil cover/span
ratio and the span of the structure. Hence, equation (12) is proposed which is basically related
to the ring compression theory. The “uniform load” qk part of equation (12) is the same as the
current SDM, except that the ratio (Rt/Rs)0.25 is suitably inserted as part of the equation for
calculation of the characteristic values of live load thrusts (see also section 2.4.1). The
“arbitrary/truck load” part of the equation represents the new proposed approach for the
calculation of live load thrust for any arbitrary/truck load. Where σv is the vertical live load
pressure calculated at the crown according to Boussinesq, which is actually the same principle
applied in SDM. Factor fN is a reduction factor which takes into account the variations of soil
cover/span ratio and it is proposed to be calculated according to equation (13). Equation (13)
is also illustrated in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Reduction factor fN for the calculation of live load thrusts.
Figure 29 shows the calculated thrusts according to proposed equation (12) plotted against the
current SDM and the calculated FEM thrusts. One may observe how the new approach
provides reasonable estimates and trend in relation to hc/D and the span of the structure.

Figure 29: Estimated live load thrusts according to new equation (12) in comparison to the
parametric study FEM values and current SDM.
Figure 30 also shows new equation (12) compared with some selected field measurements for
the different cases. The selected field tested cases include a 10 m span box culvert (Lougheed
2008, Elshimi 2011), a 3.8 m span pipe arch (Temporal et al. 1985), a 9.5 m span low profile
arch (Webb et al. 1999), a 6.1 m pipe arch (Pettersson 2007), and an 8 m and a 14 m span box
culverts (Bayoǧlu Flener 2009). Figure 30 shows the improved estimation for live load thrusts
especially for the low hc/D ratios and also illustrates the better trend in capturing the effect of
span increase. Again, Figure 30 does not include Rt/Rs effect in the current SDM calculation.
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Figure 30: Live load thrusts for selected field measurements in comparison to the estimated
values using new equation (12).
A study is made to see the effect of the new proposed equation in relation to the current SDM
approach for different combinations of soil covers and spans. Figure 31 illustrates the ratio
between the calculated live load thrusts to new equation (12) and the corresponding calculated
thrusts of current SDM. The figure was generated based on standard live load LM1 for road
bridges, single radius structures, and without the uniformly distributed load part in new
equation (12). One may observe that the new approach coincides with the current method for
many intermediate combinations of span and height of cover but at the same time provides
higher estimates of normal forces for the larger-span structures particularly when combined
with relatively low depths of soil cover.

Figure 31: A contour map showing the ratio between the new proposed method and the
current approach in SDM for the estimation of live load thrust.

4.4.2

Bending moments

The correct estimation of live load bending moments is essential for the design of SSCB
especially for the shallow soil cover cases and large-span structures. As mentioned earlier in
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section 3.3, both SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) and CHBDC (CSA Canadian
Standards Association 2014) design methods have adopted Duncan’s SCI work (1978, 1979)
for the calculation of live load bending moments. Later on, SDM adopted certain changes to
so-called moment reduction factor for reasons to reduce the overestimation of live load
bending moments at very low height of cover to span ratios. This modification has led that
live load bending moments are overestimated at medium high heights of cover in relation to
original SCI equation (Pettersson 2007). The study has also highlighted that this change
should be further discussed and evaluated (Pettersson 2007). Table 4 summarizes the current
equations of SDM live load bending moment in comparison to original SCI equations. Apart
from the Rt/Rs ratio in SDM, one may observe the different expressions for the live load
moment reduction factor RL. It is worth to mention that the SDM full equation has a
calculation part for a surface unfirmly distributed load, which is not shown in Table 4. In
addition, CHBDC use the same SCI equation for profile shapes other than box culverts.
Table 4: Live load bending moment equations in both current SDM and SCI.
Method

Design equation
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hc: depth of soil cover
Rt: top radius of the arch/pipe
Rs: side radius of the arch/pipe
D: span
RL: live load moment reduction factor
ptraffic: equivalent line load calculated for any arbitrary/truck surface load
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By looking at the live load moment reduction factor RL in both methods, Figure 32 shows the
ratio RL, SDM / RL, SCI as calculated for different soil cover / span ratios. It is seen that current
SDM will obviously calculate higher live load bending moments at medium high soil covers.
This is also seen for the pipe arch case as previously shown previously in Figure 14 (hc/D =
0.12). Thus, this section aims mainly to investigate possible modifications to SDM equations
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not to overestimate live load bending moments at medium high soil covers. The investigation
also allows for a better prediction of the load effect from fatigue loads. The study also
includes a closer look for the cases of very low soil covers as well (see also section 4.3).

Figure 32: Live load moment reduction factor ratio RL, SDM / RL, SCI as calculated for different
hc / D ratios.
Upon design, the estimation of live load bending moments depends on many parameters
involving, the geometry, the load intensity, the relative stiffness, the soil cover and surely the
quality of the backfilling soil. This makes the prediction of live load bending moments rather
complicated considering the nonlinearity of soil under loads. Design methods normally
quantify the quality of the backfilling soils by assuming a reasonable value of elastic modulus
for design. Since design methods are linear (with respect to the load intensity), the assumed
soil modulus (secant/tangent) should be of a realistic value that covers the different limit
states of design. For instance, SDM calculates different values of soil tangent modulus for the
different limit states (i.e., SLS, fatigue, and ULS). Nonetheless, the magnitude of the
tangent/secant modulus itself can be in many cases debatable considering the broad variability
of soil materials and the different methods of testing. For that reason, design methods (CSA
Canadian Standards Association 2014, Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) normally specify
suitable soil materials for the construction and also provide recommended values of soil
tangent/secant modulus for the design.
Given the complexity of the topic, it was seen sufficient to look only at the live load moment
reduction factor in SDM RL, SDM (Table 4) to try to come up with a modified expression which
aims not to overestimate live load bending moments at medium high soil covers. Similar to
the live load thrust, this is done in two steps. First, propose a modified expression for the
factor and compare the results with the FEM parametric study reported by Elshimi (2011).
And secondly, compare the proposed equation with few field measurements. The parametric
study is seen useful since it represents different profiles of structures under different soil
covers (see also section 4.4.1). In addition, the parametric study represents a controlled case
for the soil input which is seen important to capture the influence of all the factors on the live
load bending moments. The same cases of the field tests that were included in the live load
thrust study are also selected for this particular investigation (section 4.4.1). In addition, few
more cases of the 3.8 m and 6.1 m pipe arches are included covering different load intensities.
For simplification, the aim is to propose a modified expression only for f 4''' factor of RL, SDM
(Table 4).
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The modelled cases in the parametric study (Elshimi 2011) included two types of soils SW90
and SW95, which represent well-graded granular material at 90% and 95% density relative to
the maximum Standard Proctor dry density. For this type of soil material, CHBDC
recommend values of secant modulus 12 MP and 24 MPa for SW90 and SW95 respectively.
Similar values were assumed for the soils in the modelled cases of the FEM parametric study
(Elshimi 2011). The majority of the selected modeled cases were based on SW95 soil type
and only 18 out of 74 were simulated using the SW90 soil type. It is worth to mention that
soils were modeled using Mohr-Coulomb material model with friction angles of 49° and 44°
for the SW95 and SW90 soils respectively.
In principle, the idea is to propose a new expression for f 4''' factor of RL, SDM which leads to
reduced values of RL, SDM and ultimately more relaxed estimation for the live load bending
moments at medium high soil covers. After comparing with the results of the parametric
study, the investigation led to propose mainly a reduction of bending moments but also
included an increase of bending moments for the very low hc/D ratios. Thus, equation (14) is
proposed and it represents the new expression for factor f 4''' of RL, SDM. Figure 33 shows a
comparison of the new proposed expression in relation to the current equations in SDM and
SCI as well. In the original SCI and SDM equations, the live load moment reduction factor RL
should be always less than one. The same should be applied as well for the new proposal.
−0.064


h
 hc 
− 19.76 if c ≤ 0.35 
 19.4 ⋅  
D

D

f 4''' = 

−1.174
hc 
 hc 

+ 0.182 if 0.35 < 
0.236 ⋅  D 
D


(14)

Figure 33: Ratio of the new proposed moment reduction factor to the current factor in SDM
and SCI. Shown for λf = 10000.
The effect of the new proposed equation (14) is also compared with the results of the different
cases in FEM parametric study. Figure 34 shows the ratios of FEM live load bending
moments in relation to the calculated values according to current SDM and new equation
(14). For this comparison, the soil modulus was assumed 24 MPa and 12 MPa for SW95 and
SW90 soils respectively. The calculated values were compared to the maximum FEM values
occurring at the crown of the modeled structures. It can be seen from Figure 34 that the new
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proposal resulted in a relaxation of live load bending moments in comparison to the current
approach. At the same time, the new proposal calculates higher values for the cases of very
low hc/D ratios, which was seen needed for few cases of the parametric study. The figure also
shows that almost all the calculated values to the new proposal are higher than the calculated
values from FEM except very few cases at very low hc/D ratio (0.02). Although that very low
soil cover/span ratios do not normally represent a design situation, it is still an area of
research where tests and field measurements are performed and analyzed.

Figure 34: Ratios of calculated live load bending moments according to new proposal and
current SDM in comparison to the parametric study FEM values.
Similar to the live load thrusts, the new proposal of calculating live load bending moments is
also compared to some selected field measurements. As mentioned earlier, the same selected
field measurement cases for the live load thrusts (see section 4.4.1) are also used to assess the
new proposal of the live load bending moments. This can be complex to do for the bending
moments for all the cases at the same time mainly because of the different types of soil
material for the tests, the different levels of compaction, and the level of information
regarding the applied live load. Initially, the maximum measured field moments were used to
back-calculate soil moduli for each of the selected cases using the current SDM and the new
proposed modification of live load bending moments equations. Figure 35 shows a summary
of these calculations where one may observe that the back-calculated soil modulus increases
with the increase of the soil cover. Indeed, at high loads, the efficiency of the soil in spreading
the surface load is largely reduced. This can be seen in the figure for the 3.8 m pipe arch
where the lowest back-calculated soil moduli values represent a single axle load of 48.8 tons
(930 kN/m2 tire pressure). The lowest back-calculated soil modulus case of the 6.1 m pipe
arch is also for a single axle load of 460 kN (surface pressure 1900 kN/m2), where higher
values represents lower axle loads. In any case, by looking at the lowest values, the new
proposed equation still ends up with close values of the back-calculated soil moduli in
comparison to current SDM approach.
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Figure 35: Back-calculated soil moduli using field measurements of live load bending
moments using current SDM and new proposed equations.
The modified equation is also used to calculate and compare the live load bending moments
for the selected field measurement cases. Figure 36 shows the ratio between the calculated
values to new proposal and measurement values for all the cases based on two different inputs
of the soil modulus. The backfilling material for the 6.1 m pipe arch case was classified as
poorly graded gravely sand “SP” (92% modified Proctor), where the original research
reported a calculated value for the soil tangent modulus of about 14 MPa (Pettersson 2007).
The soil for the 3.8 m pipe arch can be classified as well-graded gravel “GW” (Temporal et
al. 1985). Both the 8 m and 14 m box culverts had the same soil and it is 0-90 mm gravel
(88% standard proctor) (Bayoǧlu Flener 2009). The 10 m box culvert had a well-graded sand
and gravel “SW” (at least 95% standard Proctor) (Lougheed 2008, Elshimi 2011). The in-situ
backfill material for the 9.5 m arch was well-graded sand with gravel (92% standard Proctor)
(Webb et al. 1999). Although that each test had different in-situ soils, it was seen appropriate
to show the results assuming two values of soil modulus being 12 MPa and 24 MPa. These
may roughly represents secant moduli of coarse-grained soils with standard Proctor of 90%
and 95% respectively in accordance with recommended values in CHBDC (CSA Canadian
Standards Association 2014). By looking at Figure 36, one may observe that assuming 24
MPa for the soil modulus does not capture the field measurements for the heavily loaded
cases (relatively low cover) of 3.8 m and 6.1 m pipe arches. Of course there exist model
uncertainties in the design equations, but with that in mind, these cases still provide an
indication of soil performance at high levels of loading. In additions, one may also note that
the lowest ratio of the 6.1 m pipe arch represents measurements at about first yield of the steel
material (460 kN single axle load) (Pettersson 2007). Similarly, the lowest two ratios of the
3.8 m pipe arch (0.5 m and 0.6 m soil covers) represent extreme cases, where it was reported
that the loading (48.8 tons single axle) at these soil covers already produced some permanent
changes of bending strain in the region of the crown (Temporal et al. 1985).
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Figure 36: Ratios between calculated live load bending moments according to the modified
equation and the reported field measurements for the selected field cases.

4.5 Notes on buckling
Most design methods (Klöppel and Glock 1970, AASHTO 2012, CSA Canadian Standards
Association 2014, Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) use “Winkler” model for the calculation of
the critical hoop force, where the soil is modelled as independent springs resisting the radial
deformation of the structure. On the other hand, AASHTO adopted the work by Moore (1989)
on the elastic continuum theory for the calculation of the buckling capacity for long-span
metal culverts (McGrath et al. 2002). For instance, the current editions of SDM (Pettersson
and Sundquist 2014) and CHBDC (CSA Canadian Standards Association 2014) shares the
same principles for the calculation of the buckling capacity and both were primarily based on
the work by Abdel–Sayyed (1978) and Klöppel and Glock (1970). Both design methods
calculates a buckling capacity that is highly dependent on the soil cover, and uses in their
calculations a reduced value of the modulus of soil stiffness depending on the depth of the soil
cover. The equations were based on buckling analyses of rings with uniform elastic support,
where it was allegedly assumed that the thickness of the soil cylinder around the pipe is
equivalent to the soil cover above the crown. This has led that the buckling capacity is equal
to zero when the backfill around the pipe has just reached the crown. In contrast, the original
derivation of the formula of soil modulus reduction (Luscher 1966, Abdel-Sayed 1978) was
derived by using an equivalent soil cylinder around the conduit wall having thickness equal to
the average cover height. In an unpublished report (Bakht et al. 2003), Bakht et al.
determined that when the backfill around the pipe has just reached the crown, the average
cover height is not zero, but half the vertical distance between the crown and the spring line.
Thereafter, this modification which is in fact an improvement on the buckling equations was
adopted in the 2006 edition of CHBDC (CSA group 2006). On the other hand, current SDM
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(Pettersson and Sundquist 2014) remained unchanged in this regard. Table 5 shows the
current form of these equations in both design methods. In fact, the before-mentioned
modification in CHBDC has a great impact on the buckling capacity calculations especially
for the case of large-span structures. Although both design methods have different
formulations for the different design checks, it is believed reasonably essential to revisit the
SDM buckling approach in light of the above.
Therefore, this section specifically deals with the buckling calculation that is currently
adopted in the SDM. The aim is to build on Bakht et al. work (2003) and further suggest
possible modifications to SDM concerning the concept of average cover height for the
buckling calculations of the upper portions of the conduit wall under shallow covers.
Table 5: The effect of soil cover on buckling approaches in both SDM and CHBDC.
Design method
CHBDC

SDM

Reduction for modulus of soil stiffness
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Where,
hc: depth of soil cover
Rt: top radius of the arch/pipe
H: vertical distance between the crown and the spring line
Esoil: modulus of soil stiffness
Esoil.red: reduced modulus of soil stiffness
The idea is to develop on Bakht et al. work (2003) by performing a parametric study on
different profiles shapes to investigate the concept of average cover height in light of the
current equations in SDM. Based on the Winkler model, the soil around deeply buried pipes is
represented by a series of uniform radial springs of equal stiffness distributed along the
circumference of the pipe. Indeed, the introduction of low soil covers above the pipe reduces
the soil support for the buckling capacity and by the same principle; the stiffness of the radial
springs is largely reduced for the upper portions of the pipe (see Figure 37).
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Figure 37: A conceptual sketch showing the distribution for the radial springs for both the
deeply buried and the zero cover cases.
The notion of this specific study is to investigate how much reduction of the elastic buckling
capacity is for a zero soil cover case in comparison to the same profile case under deep burial
conditions (Figure 37). To do this, five profile shapes (see Figure 38) were selected
representing different spans with different height/span ratios. For each case, Eigenvalue
buckling analysis (Abaqus) (Dassault Systemes SIMULIA Corp. 2017) is used to estimate the
elastic buckling loads for the deeply buried and zero soil cover conditions. It is worth to
highlight that the Eigenvalue buckling analysis assumes that the linear perturbation is a
realistic reflection of the structure's response before it buckles. In other words, this method
predicts elastic buckling load and has no consideration for inelastic buckling or postbuckling
response. Nonetheless, the method is believed sufficiently proper to capture the difference
between the buckling capacities of two conditions namely, zero cover and deeply buried
cases.

Figure 38: The selected profile shapes for the buckling study.
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For the deeply buried cases, the stiffness of radial springs ks is calculated based on the work
by Klöppel and Glock (1970) using equation (15). Where Sv is the constrained modulus of
soil, which can be approximately calculated as 1.4 times the elastic modulus of soil Esoil
(Luscher 1966, Klöppel and Glock 1970, Pettersson 2007). On the other hand, the stiffness
variation of the radial soil springs for the zero cover case is chosen to follow equation (16)
which is similar to the one assumed by Bakht et al. (2003). This equation calculates the
variation of spring stiffness ks,depth at any given depth y from the crown. For this study, it is
assumed that the stiffness of the spring is a maximum ks occurring at the vertical distance H
between the crown and the spring line (Figure 37). Figure 39 basically shows how ks,depth
changes in relation to the vertical distance y from the crown.

Sv
Rt

(15)

py 
ks,depth = ks sin 

 2H 

(16)

k=
0.5 ⋅
s

For each of the profile cases, different values of soil modulus Esoil (i.e., ks) were used. The
sizes of the steel corrugations were assumed based on 381 mm ×140 mm and 200 mm × 55
mm corrugations. Table 6 summarizes all the calculated cases with their corresponding spring
stiffness ks and relative stiffnesses. The Eigenvalue buckling analyses were calculated based
on the application of a uniformly distributed radial load along the circumference of the
pipe/arch. The springs were modelled as compression only elements and were distributed
radially at about 0.5 m arc segments for all the profile cases.
Table 6: A summary of the input calculated cases for the buckling study.
Item
Assumed steel corrugation
thickness (mm)
SC 381 mm ×140 mm
MP 200 mm × 55 mm
Assumed elastic modulus of
soil Esoil (MPa)

Spring stiffness ks (kN/m3)

Relative stiffness of the
E ⋅ D3
structure soil
( EI )steel

(A)
SC 7
SC 7
SC 7
SC 5
10
20
40
40
700
1400
2800
2800
6443
12886
25772
36168

(B)
SC 7
SC 7
SC 7
_
10
20
40
_
500
1000
200
_
13515
27029
54058
_
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Profile case
(C)
SC 7
SC 7
SC 7
Double SC 7
10
20
40
10
1273
2545
5091
1273
3033
6067
12130
839

(D)
MP 3
MP 3
MP 3
SC 7
10
20
40
10
2295
4590
9180
2295
7989
15977
31955
517

(E)
SC 7
SC 7
SC 5
_
10
30
30
_
990
2970
2970
_
3033
9099
12771
_
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Figure 39: Variation of the radial spring stiffness with depth.
For each of the cases in Table 6, an elastic buckling analysis was performed for the deeply
buried and the zero soil cover conditions (see also Figure 37). Figure 40 shows the results for
all the calculated cases shown as the ratios between the zero cover cases to the corresponding
ones under deeply buried conditions. In other words, Figure 40 shows the reduction of the
elastic buckling load in relation to the deeply buried cases. The results show that the elastic
buckling load ratio decreases with the decrease in H/D and the increase of relative stiffness.
The more flexible (increase in the relative stiffness) the structure is, the more sensitive the
critical buckling load is to the soil support on the upper portion of the arch. In addition, low
profile arches (lower H/D) seems to be more sensitive than higher profiles ones. It is worth to
mention that the stiffness of the radial springs were calculated based on the top radius of each
profile case, which can be considered a conservative assumption particularly for the tworadius arch profiles.

Figure 40: Results of the elastic buckling analyses.
Thereafter, these results were used to formulate a proper relation that can link H/D and the
relative stiffness to the reduction of the elastic buckling force. In order to do that, these results
need to be somehow linked to the buckling approach in SDM (Pettersson and Sundquist
2014). The elastic buckling force Ncr,el for a circular pipe which is embedded deeply in soil is
calculated according to equation (17) (Pettersson and Sundquist 2014). It is worth to note that
the results of the Eigenvalue buckling analyses for deeply buried conditions were different
(higher) if compared with the corresponding calculated values using equation (17). The
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calculated equation values were seen closer for profile C for being a single-radius arch in
comparison to the other profiles being multi-radius arches.

N cr,el = 1.2

Esoil ⋅ ( EI )steel

(17)

Rt

As described earlier (Table 5), the aim is to find the ratio of the vertical distance H to
adequately calculate a reasonable elastic buckling force for the case of zero soil cover in light
of SDM. In principle, the idea is to propose a calculation that would lead to similar ratios
shown in Figure 40, when compared to theoretical calculated values for deeply buried
conditions using equation (17). Hence, factor fb,H is proposed to be multiplied with H in the
SDM buckling calculation and this factor is calculated according to equation (18). On may
note the upper value of factor fb,H being 0.5 which is same as the adopted approach in
CHBDC.
Hence, SDM elastic buckling equations are proposed to be modified by including the concept
of factor fb,H as shown in equation (19). Figure 41 shows a realization of factor fb,H as
calculated for different H/D and relative stiffnesses.
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Figure 41: Contour map for factor fb,H as evaluated for different H/D and relative stiffnesses.
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5 Conclusions and further research
5.1 General conclusions
The study has presented the research advances covering response predictions for the
application in sloping terrain, and in-depth investigation of the load bearing capacity of SSCB
under live loads. The first part of the research work has utilized 2D numerical modelling to
analyse the behaviour of different case studies in asymmetrical soil conditions and under
predefined avalanche loads. In the aim to better understand the structural behaviour of largespan structures, the second part involved extensive numerical modelling for the analyses and
prediction of SSCB under extreme loading. The study also discussed main findings in relation
to current practice and attempted to propose few refinements in light of current design
equations. The following list outlines the main conclusions derived from this study. More
detailed conclusions are presented in the appended papers.


The use of numerical modelling in capturing the composite behaviour of SSCB can be
delicate and requires most attention regarding the assumptions and the limitations.
However, the proper use of such technique can be very helpful in providing
performance insights for the different conditions and applications.



The deformation response of SSCB in sloping terrain needs to be more addressed and
controlled for this type of application. The proximity of avalanche loads may induce
significant deformations that should be reflected in design.



Normal forces were found to change linearly with the change in surface slopes and
avalanche loads. The critical section of maximum stress was always found to coincide
with the location of maximum bending moment in the metal wall. A clear indication
for the need of the proper estimation of bending moments when construction in
sloping terrain. Thus, design methods would need to adopt the changes occurring upon
the introduction of asymmetrical soil conditions and the types of loads that are
expected for this kind of application



The depth of soil cover has great influence on the performance under sloped soils,
where shallow depths of soil covers shall be avoided for this kind of application. In
addition, providing a sufficient soil support around the conduit and increasing the
height of cover could largely help in improving the flexural response with regard to
passing avalanches. This study also shows that the presence of SSCB under sloped
soils might have a negative impact on the soil stability around the conduit.



The appropriate use of numerical modelling helps greatly in providing insights on
structural behaviour of SSCB under extreme loading. It allows to spot lights on the
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structural response during the different levels of loading and greatly beneficial in
understanding the mechanism of failure under different configurations of loading.


The stress from the backfilling soil plays an important role in defining the subsequent
formation of yield areas and failure loads. In addition, the interface modelling choice
between the metal wall and the backfill soil should be thought through when
modelling SSCB.



The change of friction angle for the backfilling soil has a significant effect on live load
effects in the metal wall, where the study showed that it would require a larger
increase in the soil elastic modulus than the friction angle to achieve a similar
reduction of displacements and bending moments.



An overestimation of the failure load for the simulated pipe arch was encountered,
where this was arguably attributed to the limitations of the assumed soil material
model and more importantly to what is believed to be a critical presence of a bolted
connection at the crown area.



Different load positions should be considered when looking at the ultimate capacity of
SSCB especially for large-span structures. In addition, there can be large variations in
the distribution of live load effects in both directions in the metal wall of which are
important to be considered upon investigating the structural response of SSCB under
live loads.



It is strongly believed that the adequate characterization and testing of the backfilling
material is a crucial part for any field testing and help greatly in improving the
scientific practicality of the tests outcome.



The research outcome has allowed to discuss and reflect some of the findings by
providing possible refinements on current design equations of which are believed
closely relevant on the path for the design development of large-span structures.

5.2 Further research
The use of SSCB in sloping terrain application entails new construction and design challenges
that could be explored. The findings of this study were mainly based on numerical
simulations. Therefore, it would be greatly beneficial to verify the results with full-scale
experiments on real structures. The use of soil reinforcement can be an interesting subject
especially for the cases where having lack of sufficient space for the backfill material.
Rockfalls load effects, design layout optimization, and concerns regarding soil stability are
also interesting topics. Although the study included methods for preliminary estimations of
normal forces, an additional study would be needed for the valuation of bending moments as
well. Nevertheless, the further implementation on how to device such findings into a design
method including the different states of design is an important topic for future research.
Safety aspects, construction, materials, and environment related issues such as drainage,
erosion, durability, and others are also important topics for future research in this area of
application.
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An intuitive topic for future search is to compare the results of the large-span structure
simulations with the upcoming full-scale field test. Such comparison is seen essential for the
rationale of the theoretical results and the further implementation for the design of large-span
structures. It is believed of a great value to also include field measurements under service live
loads in the test campaign. Material testing for both the steel and the backfilling material
should be also an important part of the field test.
A comparison of different soil material models on the ultimate capacity could be an
interesting topic for future studies. In addition, the proposed arguments about the influence of
the bolted connection on the ultimate capacity could be also part of further research. Although
that the proposed design refinements were verified with some field measurements, additional
efforts for further verifications with other field measurements would be greatly valuable. The
notion of how an ultimate limit state verification is performed in the different design methods
could be also important topic for future studies. Buckling calculations considering the elastic
continuum theory, live load deflections, fatigue verifications, and design reflections on
ongoing studies of SSCB performance under high speed railways (Mellat et al. 2014,
Pettersson et al. 2015) are also important topics for future research. Last but not least,
exploring ways of improving the durability of SSCB is certainly a crucial topic for a better
use and more competitive structures.
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